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Dear business partner,
 
We are pleased to present you today the next edition of the KORODUR Report and to inform you
about some selected topics.
We hope you enjoy reading the KORODUR Report #14.
 
Your KORODUR team

KORODUR Knowhow

The future is 'low-shrinkage' !

With our new products KORODUR FSCem and
NEODUR HE 60 rapid, we are offering you two
high-performance material formulations allowing
you to finish jobs faster.
 
Quickly usable, early ready for stress, early
ready for covering, low-shrinkage, pumpable -
only a few outstanding properties of these
innovative products. You save 50 % of
processing time and up to
80 % of waiting time to apply a covering
compared to conventional screed systems!
 
 

KORODUR industrial floors proven world-wide

Industrial screed - renovation over the weekend 

At the global automotive suppliers Antolin Austria a damaged flooring area of around 150 m² in a
production hall needed to be repaired within shortest.  
The repair works could only be carried out on weekends. In autumn 2018, the damaged flooring
areas were renovated. Product used: the fast-setting and low-shrinkage hard aggregate screed
system NEODUR HE 60 rapid. Read more...
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KORODUR decorative screed

The fast-setting screed KORODUR FSCem allowed to keep the ambitious
schedule

Cologne has a new, exclusive office building the „Kaiserhof“, another architectural highlight in the
Cathedral City. The installed white terrazzo decorative screed GRANIDUR BIANCO itself, too, is an
absolutely exclusive highlight. To keep the ambitious time schedule, the contracting specialist Schlag
opted for the fast-setting screed KORODUR FSCem for the base screed. Read more...

Rapid Set the breakthrough one-for-all

...and the sub-base will not 'get out of joint'

Another field of application for Rapid Set:
MORTAR MIX as paving joint mortar! In a last
working step the surface was levelled at hand of
a patented milling device to guarantee barrier-
free accessibility for the citizens of Villingen-
Schwenningen.

...somewhat different

Watch our ‚king of hobby crafting” Jens Lang,
creating a modern stool made of MORTAR MIX.
Have fun doing it your own!

KORODUR somewhat different

KORODUR cat litter now available online at Amazon!

Get your value pack of Benticat pure nature
now!
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www.benticat.de
www.korodur-rapidset.com
www.youtube.com/user/KORODUR

We hope that with the KORODUR Report #14 we could provide you some interesting news and
information. Should you have any requests or suggestions regarding future topics for our KORODUR
report, please contact us by email at report@korodur.de.

KORODUR Westphal Hartbeton GmbH & Co. KG
KORODUR International GmbH
Wernher-von-Braun-Str. 4
92224 Amberg
 
Tel. 09621 4759-0
Fax: 09621 32341
E-Mail: info@korodur.de
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